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TRANSLATED BY HARRY MILES

L~
GRUT~

DE
~TO~RC
This description was published
September 16, 1906 in ''El Mundo
Ilustrado", a periodical published in Mexico.
The author is unknown.
"A little less than one kilometer east of
the station
at
Atoyac on the Mexican Railroad,
after going through tunnel number
two·, and before coming to tunnel
number one, you see a narrow foot
path to the right with a ladder
made of rough-cut wood, strung on
native rattan ropes, leading down
to it. With help from the ladder
you descend the almost vertical
slope of the rugges mountain that
is the highest point of the Rio
Seco or Rio Atoyac to the mouth
of the cave, which is abouteighty
or one hundred meters down from
the rosa-bed.
The edge of the
hole, surrounded
by
s~arsely
spread
humus, is covered with
lush, magnificent tropical growth.
It is difficult to descend the
loose, sharp talus.
The abyss
under your feet, the lush scenery
the height, and the danger are
very impressive.
"On arriving at the entrance
to the cave, you immediately find
solid ground to stand on. There
is a large opening in the rock
that looks like a huge, natural,
pointed Gothic (ogival )
arch

formed in the side of the mountain by
Plytonic forces. The
imposing
e n t r a n c e
i s
decorated with artistic stalactites. From the edge, you can
see the dark, deep hole
that
leads down to the interior of the
cavern, steeply
sloping
down
the rough, bleached, dry rock .
This entrance gives the impression of unknown depthR,of a sinkhole or cavern,
that instill
terror. Very carefully, aware of
the danger, one descends eight or
ten meters to the crooked hole about one meter high, that
leads
into the first room.
"The first room is eight meters long and six wide. At the
entrance and in the center, a
multitude of stalactites, forming
perfect cones display themselves.
Near the center of the room is a
dome ten meters high, its sides
hung with flowstone draperies.
The room ends in two very dissimilar arches, separated by a widebased column, formed from a stalactite and stalagmite bridged hy
a fanciful network,
the
up;er
part of which looks like architects spires .
"The second room is somewhat
larger than the first • .You enter
the room through
two beautiful
arches, excessively adorned with
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stalactites, like the end of the
first room, harmoneously widening
i n aesthetic curves decorated by
many varied limestone formations .
It has a conical dome twelve to
fifteen meters high in front of a
great mass of small formation On
the right there is a tight passage through which you enter the
third room.
"To the left of the entrance
and against the wall, a large,
del i cate stalagmite forms the qody of a woman with her face covered with a veil that fell like a
long dressing gown, and then, on
the same side, delicate
stalactites descended
from a
great
height like curtain pulls, giving
t~e idea of
a huge canopy under
which a conglomeration of dripstone formations made a throne .
In front of these and very high
one sees a type of pulpit, delicately sculptured
and
adorned
with a thousand embellished tapestries, that seemed to be made
of marble with the admirable engraving of a Greek artist . In
the center are enormous stalactites suspended as if enchanted
with the first ending at a dome,
about ten meters long and six or
seven i n its widest part .
"Leaving this, you enter a
passage fifteen or twenty meters
long and one wide, with a uniform
height . The passage is covered
with stalactites,
among
those
meriting mention is one, which,
when viewed from one side, looks ·
like a huge archangel .
is fairly
"The fourth room
large, and entered through a narrow opening .
It is round and
wide in the main part and continues at an angle to the other side,
where it ends at a deep crevice
that must be crossed to continue
exploration . The most attractive
thing in this part is a gigantic
stalactite suspended in the center, covered with strange shapes

and very fine
formations that
look like drops of candle wax.
It all had the appearance of one
of those huge chandeliers
that
hang in the center of the aisle
in a Catholic church .
To
the
right there are other very beautiful and delicate
stalactites,
an~ in
the end of the room the
dripstone has formed an altarlike niche surrounded by tall,
thin columns .
The upper part of
the room ends in two very tall,
conical columns.
"The fifth room is small and
very low with its wallsexcessively adorned but does not excite
much attention. It continues in
a gallery that is easy to negotiate and ends in the sixth room .
It has aptly been named "Sala de
la Cama", because to all visitors
the rare accumulation
that i s
seen in the center of the room
really simulates a bed, with
a
multitude of furnishings fitted
from the rock around the lower
part . The walls seemed to be covered with turrets or immense towers .
At the entrance there is a
and to the
wide mass of rock,
left of this is a very narrow
fissure , This room is approximately ten meters long and six to
seven wide, and ten to twelve
high .
"Leaving "the last room, you
continue through a high , narrow
fissure and enter a high , narrow
gallery thirty-five meters long,
that has some extensions in the
form of pretty grottoes. At once
you encounter an enormous obstacle that is difficult to ~gotiate.
A barrier of rock that, near the
entrance is six or seven meters
hi gh and sloping very steeply . On
the other side, about eight vertical meters , it is poss ib,l e to
climb it with the ass istance of a
tope, but for the descent, a rope
ladder i s indispensible because
the upper part is convex,slippery
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and covered with mud. Above this
is a crevice too small for a man • .
"After the rock, there is a
very high ce~linged room two to
six meters wide and thirty meters
long, then becoming a very narrow
passage in which it is necessary
to go sideways, scraping the wall
with your body and sometimes completely stretching out on the
floor and dragging yourself along.
In this way you arrive at the
seventh room.
"It is very large-, in
the
shape of a huge oval and the wall
is adorned with beauty by Mother
Nature. Here, you find one of
the most notable stalagmites of
the cave. The figure of a collossal modern work of a woman posed
like a mannikin, the bust and the
creases of the skirt are
the
parts that offer the most likeness to the reality that they
simulate . This is the deepest
room of considerable dimensions
that has been explored.
·~ou
leave the room through a
tight
opening · · and
continu e
through a narrow passageway, the
lower part covered with an array
of stalactites
and stalagmites
that form an innumerable variety
of grilJwork patterns, "1-Thich make
it very difficult to , negotiate,
sometimes having
to
prostrate
yourself on the rock .
In some
places it is obligatory to stoop
down very much, and in others it
is necessary to ~ie down to go
through . You travel thus for two
to three hundred mete~s farther
without finding the end of the
cave and on the journey, finding
two small rooms with tall domes
and walls covered with indescrib able natural adornments .
Discovery of The Cave
"The cave was discovered on
the twenty-first of July of the
present year (1906) by Julio Sanchez, an employee of Ferrocarril
Mexicano. While chasing a "Tepe-

zcuinte" (a small rodent), without warning
he
came upon the
mouth of the cave, where the animal fell to its death . Sanchez
went a few meters into the cave,
moved by his curiosity, but he
would not venture far into the
cave because he had some fear of
danger . On the following day,
accompanied by a friend, they
went to where the great rock obstructed the passage and it was
impossible to scale without a
rope or ladder .
For the third
time, now prepared with what was
necessary, he returned into the
cave, entering about seven in the
morning . and coming out late in
the evening of the same day .
Sanchez, of everyone, is most advanced in his explorations, ar.d
he says that he has found no end
to the cave .
Other Data
"From the first room on, the
seeping of the water is constant,
the walls humid and everywhere
intermittently dripp~ng. T he
floor is covered with dense,
sticky mud .
It is scarcely noticed that from the entrance you
are always going downward .
"After the entrance, a dense
darkness reigns. Time after time
you are able to hear the noise of
the trains passing many meters
overhead .
"In the first room that the
discoverer and later visitors saw,
were found idols and various vessels of clay, entire and large
pieces • Surely belonging to the
pre-cortez founders of the region
or the wandering tribes of this
area , but in the deepest portion
of the cave no signs were seen of
the present or previous existence
of any animals . "

1964 N.S .S.
1\ew Braunfels

Convention
June 14 - 20
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TR P
WTH THE
HU~CO
C~VERS
Several
members of
t h e
newly formed
Huaco Cavers started
out early one Sunday
morning to Dead Man's
Hole in Marble Falls.
The name Dead Man's
Hole stems from the
fact that the cave
was used as a grave
for the men that were
hanged over the cave
entrance.
According
FPANK JASEK ON BOTTOM NEAR ONLY FORMATIONS
to Bulletin Ten of
the National Speleological Society, two dead men were thrown into the
cave shortly after the Civil War.
Another source of information
about the cave's history was obtained from a Mr. Tanner, vho was formerly a 1n1ide and ohntographer ~t. Tnn,.,.born Cavern . He E'tated that a
colored man was hanged over the entrance of the cave. When the hangers were sure that the man was dead, the rope was cut and the man was
allo,.red to fall into the cave ; thus covering up their foul deed. We
were not able to verify any of the above history, because of all the
debris that was thrown i nto the cave over the years.
It took us about two hours to reach the Roper Ranch where we obtained directions to the cave . Mr . Roper gave us the key to the gate
which we had to pass through before reaching the cave. While driving
to the entrance we made plans to use the car for lowering and raising
each person i nto the cave. After reaching the entrance, we discovered there "·ere too many trees surrounding the entrance; thus we then
resorted to the methrd of rapelling in and prussicking out. We had
heard that the cave had a reported depth of 165 feet . To make sure
that we had enough rope to reach the bottom, we used our 200foot section of rope . The rope was securely tied to a large tree about 20
feet from the entrance and gradually lowered into the cave.
After all due precautions I started the rapell into the cave.About
25 feet from the surface, I found a sma1 1 sloping ledge leading to a
small opening that le d to the rest of 1te cave.
After much effort,
I was over the ledge and on my way to the bottom . From there it was
a 140-foot free rapell to the bottom .
I noticed several small openings on the opposite wall, but I was not able to examine them since
they were about 30 feet away from me. There was also a large quantity
(Continued on pa~e 2 b )
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KATHERINE GOODBAR IN ONE OF HER FAVORITE HAUNTS - A CAVE, NATCH !

C~VER

OF THE monTH

Katherine Goodbar became interested in caving in 1959 ~hen,
as a reviewer, husband 3lair received Halliday's "Adventure Is
Underground." She began a search
for others with guano in their
veins--even to writing Bill Halliday for names of cavers or caving groups in Texas. It was a
search which ended
when Mrs.
Horne gave her name to a group of
Dallas-Fort Worth cavers who had
for
gone to Cave-Without-A-Name
additional downstream exploration.
Within a few months, after being accepted for membership i n
D-FWG, Katherine
was
back at
Horne's on a downstream mapping

and exploration trip. Her silvery
screams and artfully assumed azure
coloring won the attention and respect of the entire Grotto . She
was t~us elected Grotto secretary
in August, 1960,
and
Regional
Secretary in 1962, and 1963, the
job she now holds.
Katherine doesn't mind telling
you that o'n her first couple
of
trips she was "scared to death'' a
state now forgotten . Her abjlity
interest, and dedication is known
to everyone in the Region .
The
three Goodbar children share her
interest and are being raised en
cave slides and homemade pemmican.
She is well chosen as "Caver Of
The Month."
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A HORSE 'S SKULL FOUND NEAR A CAVE ·

~·

C ~VE -WHERE

HORSES
C~n'T

GO

I stood on a high, West Texas
plateau and gazed across the emptiness of a big canyon. The wind
blew across the void, bringing
with it the odor of limestone
that had baked all day in the
August sun.
A few ever-watchful
buzzards glided along the ridge.
Except for them I was completely
alone .
I started down the steep cleft
of a header, a dry watercourse
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that led to the floor of the canyon. It was a rocky, shadowed
place, itself a small c a n y o n.
Carved by the rains of countless
centuries, boulder-strewn a n d
full of dead tree branches. Here
and there grew tall jack pines
and clumps of knarled cedar.
The ranch owner had told me if
I found any caves here I would
probably be the first to see them.
The places you could enter the
canyon by horse were few, and nobody ever god off and walked; not
even when great clouds of bats
were sometimes seen rising~ainst
the distant redness of the evening sky. No one cared for holes
in the ground •
If ever I had seen a place inaccessible to a horse, this was
it.
Then, as though in answer to
my thoughts of horses, I saw in
the rocks before me a large bone,
bleached snowey-white by the elements.
I peered up the steep side of
the header and saw more
bones
scattered near the top. Up on
the ridge I could perhaps find
their origin, I thought. I began
climbing upward,
following the
trail of bones.
At the top of the ridge I
found what I was looking for: the
skull and partial skeleton of a
horse.
I rested in the shade near the
horse skull, day dreaming awhile,
then started along the rim of th~
header.
The sides of the header became
even steeper a little way from
the horse skeleton.
I vras sure
no one had ever gone down these
steep walls.
What reason would
they have? I asked myself,therefore this was the way I should go.
I lowered myself to a ledge and
began descending the solid limestone wall.
At the bottom
I picked
up

speed. I bounded down on top of
a boulder and was half carried by
momentum to the top of another.
Here I teetered back and forth on
the edge, stopped by what I saw
on the other side. I was looking
down into a black opening in the
rock.
I had found a cave.
Dimly,! could see below me the
walls of a small room and passageway.
The hole through which I
peered was only about three and
one half feet in diameter,
but
below that the walls arched outward until they met the floor 10
or 12 feet down .
I could see no way to get down
safely without a rope. And since
I had brought none
with me I
would have to be content with the
topside look, maybe the only one
the hole had ever had.
I could
always return someday with rope
and help.
The darrp air floated upward
from the cave and I let it cool
my face a moment. Then I remembered the horse bones. Before I
left the canyon I wanted a souvenir.
Soon I was back on the ridge
where the horse skeleton lay. I
took out my pencil and pad and
began making a sketch of
the
skull.
It w:1s growing late when I finished the sketch, the floor of
the canyon already lost in deep
shadows. A couple of miles away
a light would be showing in the
window of the bunk house .
The
old ranch hand would be brewing
coffee now and getting ready for
my return by sorting through his
50-year-old collection of yarns.
A bat fluttered quietly through
the evening air.
I folded my
sketch pad and headed for home.
--PRESTON A. MCMJCHAEL
HOUSTON,
TEXAS
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ABILENE, N.S.S. (TCS) The grotto
recently has purchased some new
equipment which was badly needed.
At a recent meeting on February 4, the grotto met at the home
of John Lanier. A most delicious
meal was enjoyed, and afterwards,
a successful meeting was held. A
new member was okayed, Dewayne
Dickey, long-time caver formerly
of the Permian Basin Grotto. New
plans were made for future trips.
George Gray and family made a
trip to Caverns of Sonora to accompany a group of scouts through
the cave.
Recently a charter member o f
the grotto, Lee Feemster, moved
back to town, and the members are
looking forward for his rejoining
and taking a few trips with them.
Lee is opening a camera repair
shop in the city.
Jim Estes made a trip to Tom
Meador's ranch near Eldorado recently and the two visited Bishop
Cave to map. What seemed to be a
small cave with short crawlways
turned out to be 1,330 feet in
total length.
Jim Medlin has recently returned to Abilene after be t ng TDY
to Biggs AFB in El Paso for about
a month. Bryant Lilly and wife
3lanche have returned from California where they
spent
their
honeymoon.
George Gray, Dewayne Dickey,
and Jim Estes made a trip to Deep
Cave on January 25.
It
was a
long drive down, but the caving
was wonderful.
Grotto address i s 2818 South
39th Street, Abilene, Tex. 79605.
ooOoo
ALAMO, N.S.S. (TCS)
The
third
member of our group to break a

bone and sport a cast on his
right leg in recent months is Don
White who steppedm a small loose
rock on a steep slope outside a
cave in Real County and snapped
the distal end of his fibula.
Tommy Bordelon had a cast for a
short while as a result of moving
too fast indoors. David Gray is
finally walking, with a limp, after four months
recouperation
from a shattered tibia resulting
from moving too fast
down
the
line in rappel practice. None of
these accidents happened in
a
cave--for which we all are duly
thankful as we are well aware of
the great problems of removing
injured spelunkers.
The Real County trip, January
17, 18, and 19, resulted in the
investigation of several rather
small caves near Leakey
which
brough the story of a "waterfall1,000 feet back" down to a drip
320 feet in. Other checking trips
were mostly social. On one
two
wives who are candidates for membership tried rappelling and enjoyed it: Beth Wilson and Helen
Bordelon.
A cave eight miles
from town turned out to go nowhere but has a nice clear 70-ft.
drop in the entrance which will be
good workout material.
We are cooperating with a local college student who has portable lights and equipment to do
movie photography in caves--and
the desire to get into wild ones.
We hope to get some good action
footage in 16 MM which will be
helpful in presenting our interests and aims to more people and
thus promote better caving and
conservation.
Grotto address:
Mrs. Ollene
Bundrant, 107 Tomahawk Trail, San
Antonio, Texas 78232.
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BALCONES, N.S .S . (TCS) On February
4, the grotto elected the following officers for the year 1964:
Chairman, Bill Russell
Vice-chairman, Bill Clayton
Secretary, Lauren Roebuck
Treasurer, Dr. Noel Roebuck
Equipment Chm., Bud Stewart
In addition we appointed Egbert Smith as Research Chairman,
and Jim Stanco as club biologist.
We bad discussed whether to elect
o~e secretary-treasurer
or separate the posts.
Finally we decided to choose a married couple
for this post(s).
Eugene Blum of the UT Grotto
very kindly came to
give us a
program on knot tying.
This was
well received as a prelude to our
next training session.
Bill Russell presented a program inclined toward budding spelunkers on the "Uncle Jay Show",
a local television program.
He
intends to proceed further with
this project. We wish him luck.
The BG and UTG are cooperating
to form a SEARCH AND RESCUE SQUAn.
Preliminary liaison between city
police and fire departments, the
Sheriff's office, Game Warden and
Highway Patrol has been completed.
All that remains is to present
them with a list of phone numbers
to call in emergency.
If other
grottoes forming S&R Squads will
send us all pertinent information
we will pass it on to Colonel
Spears, Assistant Director, Texas
Department of Public Safety in
hopes of forming a statewide network of "spelunkers"
ready t o
give assistance or advice w h en
needed.
Rodger Barnes of BG is leaving
us to join the Air Force.
We
wish him luck, and good caving.
Lauren, (Mrs. Noel)
Roebuck,
will perform secretarial duties
and send in the BG NEWS from now
on. For 1964 the club address
will be: Mrs. Noel Roebuck, 2406
Devonshire, Austin, Texas 78723.
DON'T TAKE CHANCES - USE A

BElAY~

DALLAS-FORT WORTH, N.S.S. ( TCS)
Here is what has been happening
in Big "D" and ' Cowtown" during
recent weeks.
A regular meeting was held on
January 31, 1964 and Fred Tart
presented a very enjoyable talk
on cave geology.
Many prospective members attended.
Norman Robinson
has started
the ball rolling preparing for a
manufacturers display at the coming NSS Convention in June.
Fred Tart, Mike Hughes, Gordon
Peaden, Glenn Pense
and
David
Waller made a trip to Fitton Cave
in Arkansas after much difficulty
getting there in a Ford. They
made it as far as the Round Room
and quit (in a Ford?--Ed.) Several
new caves were located in
the
area.
Pete Lindsley, Jerry Fogleman,
George Yeary, David Ince and family and seven friends of Jerry's
made a trip to Gorman Cave. Jerry
took his group into Gorman while
the rest of us mapped Barnes Bat
Cave (350 feet), and Mack's Rain
Drain (over 1,000 feet, probabl y
San Saba County's second or third
longest). The trip was a great
success for potential new members.
Grotto address is Norman Robinson, Secretary, 13677 Littlecrest Rd., Dallas 34, Texas.
ooOoo
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, N.S.S. (TCS)
During the Christmas vacations
David McKenzie and Johnny Riesenter spent a week in the
area
north of Valles in Central Mexico.
Although Sotano del Arroyo h a s
been visited several times and
about two miles surveyed
other
caves in the area are virtually
unknown. This trip was to dis cover if Arroyo vras an exception
or if other large caves existed
in the same area.
They visited
four caves during the short time
they were in Mexico: Sotano de la
Tinaja, Sotano del Tigre, Sotano
de Montecillos, and Sotano d e
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Montecill i tos-of these only Setano del Tigre did not contain over
a mile of passage; a 200-foot entrance drop into which a large
arroyo empties its flood waters
and the lack of equipment prevented its being entered. The explored caves are all within a few
miles of Sotano del Arroyo
and
Cueva de los Sabinos {another big
cave in the area) and all a re
barely explored. Trips are planned for the between- semesters
break to continue exploration of
these large caves.
Bill Russell and Terry Raines
returned to Cueva
del Carrizal
and Gruta del Palmito(Bustamante)
t~ do further
ffiapping in both of
the caves.
The map of Carrizal
was finished and much accomplished on a re-working of the original hastily done Bustamante map .
Other recent trips include a
trip to Edwards County by
Jim
Hearn, Tom Dillon, and other club
members.
One small cave
was
found.
A trip to Cave "X" by Keith
Garrett, James Reddell, and Mike
Clifford was made to collect animals; the following weekend Garrett, Reddell, John Porter, and
David McKenzie mao.e a flying trip
to Valdina Farms Sinkhole for the
same purpose.
The latest club meeting
saw
minor amendments made to the grotto constitution, such as raising
dues and
changing of
meeting
nights.
The next club meeting
will be held the first Wednesday
in February.
During the mid-semesters break
several trips went out, ranging
from Mexico to Val Verde county.
Terry Raines, Terry Plemons, Bill
Bell, and Tommy Phillips returned
to Xilitla and Sotano del Huitzmolotitla to continue exploration
and mapping of this
fantastic
cave. Spending 1o6 hours under~round they succeeded in reaching
the bottom of the cave at a depth
of 750 feet, mapping the remain-

der of the cave for a total surveyed length of about 10,000 feet.
The cave ended in a siphon.
A second trip to the Xilitla
area was made by Ken Wyrick,
Frank Wisemann, and other Grotto
members .
They explored
three
large pits in the Tlamaya area,
including one with an
entrance
drop of 350 feet
and a
total
depth of about 400 feet. Another
with a total depth of about 500
feet ended at a pit of an additional 100 feet with no rope to enter.
John Porter, David McKenzie,
and James Reddell visited the Del
Rio-Langtry area, exploring a 200
foot deep cave in Coahuila to be
covered by the Amistad Reservoir,
entering a few small caves near
the dam site in Val Verde County,
and visiting several caves near
Langtry . These included Langtry
Lead Cave, Emerald Sink, and Langtry East Gypsum Cave.
A collection trip was made to Oriente
Milestone Molasses Bat Cave on
the way back .
The vreekend of February 2 - 3
saw Eugene Blum, Harry and Cammy
Miles, and Eugene's sister heading for Val Verde County; and in
the same county was Tom Dillon
and other UT cavers.
A sudden
burst of caving, soon expected to
settle back to normal as classes
begin. The first meeting of the
New Year will be on Wednesday,
February 6, in Physics Bldg . 313.
Grotto address is P. 0. Box
7672, U.T. Station, Austin, Texas 78712.
ooOoo
SUL ROSS COLLEGE, ALPINE, TEXAS.
With a renewed spirit and vigor
the club blasted into the new
year with a mapping trip to the
Balmorrhea area on January 4th.
Instead of adding to the list of
Texas caves, we decreased it by
one or possibly two. By digging
through two tight crawlways, we
connected two
cave
entrances
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which were thought to be separate
caves • There is a very good
chance that the system will connect with a third entrance
a
snort distance away; but we have
to get the rattlesnakes out long
enough to check it before we will
know for sure.
The next weekend the
11th,
Jack White led a trip to check a
cave lead near Del Rio • They
were unable to find the rancher
and returned to Langtry where 1hey
went to the bottom of the sinkhole, dubbed Gardner's Fall,which
was discovered just before lliristmas. This time they were equipped with a sledge hammer and a
few blows soon opened the
crack
enough to get through.
Jack reports another eighty feet of vertical cave ending in a large muddy room with several high domes.
Total depth of the sink is about
150 feet.
Leaving the sinkhole,
they went to the bottom of Fisher's Fissure where they reported
the water at the siphon was
low
enough to permit further exploration, provided rafts or
innertubes were used •
At a recent club meeting, new
officers were elected for the coming semester:
President, Carl Kunath
Vice-Pres., Joe Compton
Sec.-Treas., Chere Horton
Equip. Chmn., Robert Feller
Reporter, Suzanne Fowler
Plans were also · made for a
trip to the fabled FJur-hundred
Foot Cave near Marathon, whichms
been closed to cavers for many
years.
During the semester holidays,
two groups finally broke
away
from Alpine after being stalemated by finals for a week.
Carl
· Kunath led Jack White, Suzanne
Fowler, and Al McCutcheon on a
four-day, fifty hour trip into
Bustamante, from which they all
returned dumbfounded;
and
Ron
Griffith, Jim Rector, and James
Wood left for an extended cave

tour of the caves of Val Verde ,
Edwards, and Uvalde
Counties.
They report exploring two nice
virgin caves as well as visiting
Punkin where they met
several
members of the Abilene Grotto.
They finished off the trip with a
visit to Indian Creek Cave where
they made it to the South Siphon.
Nick Lucas, our former VicePresident, has
transferred to
Texas Tech with plans to start a
group there. Jim Rector and Jack
Whitehave graduated; Ron Griffith, Lester Jennings, Will Gardner and Mike Gorman have left for
various reasons.
To kick off the new semester,
the club held a poster party on
February first.
Big plans are
being made for a bang-up program
to entice good new members.
See you next month with more
news from the "Press Gang".
Club address is Box 308, Sul
Ross College, Alpine, Texas.
ooOoo
HUACO CAVERS (TCS) A group of
people, in the Waco area, met for
the first time Wednesday, January
29, 1964 for the purpose of ratifying the constitution for the
newly formed caving club.
After
many of the problems of forming a
new club were discussed, we decided that we would start our
club off on the right foot by
having a very
rigorous
safety
program. (And a rigorous conservation program?--Ed.)
The name we chose for the club
is "Huaco Cavers Society"
which
is derived from the Huaco Indians.
We are hoping to build up the
membership, but since Waco is a
very poor caving area it will be
hard to find people interested in
caving. Any person interested in
joining our club should contact
James Jasek, 2632 Skyline Drive,
at PR 2-2200.
(See list of the Huaco Cavers
Society in TSA Membership List).
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(Trip with Huaco Cavers, cont.)
of flow~tont: _along the walls. of
In some of your issues of THE the pit. I finally hit the botTEXAS CAVER I have noticed arti- tom, and I found that I was standing on a very high pile of rocks
cles and mentions of Fitton Cave.
that
must have been thrown a n d
This, as you probably know, is
an extremely large cave locatedh washed in from the surface.
At
the North-east part of Newton Co.,
the bottom of this 15-foot roc~ Arkansas.
pile there was a singlepassageway,
In the past, Fitton Cave
has but much to my disappointment .it
been subject to excessive vandal- was completely filled up with the
ism . Even as far back as .:ergan 1 s
rocks. It was this pile of rocks
the
Leap, there are empty cans, dis- that kept us from following
carded carbide, and excessive mar- leads of the dead men thrown into
king on the walls.
the cave. The only formations in
We know for a fact, that t he
the cave were at the spot
where
Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto is no t
the rope touched the bottom. Aftguilty of these deeds. In fact,
er Mr. Shelfer entered the cave,
we comm~nd that group for their
the cave photographer rapelled in
work toward preserving the cave .
and took some pictures so thatthe
And we encourage more cavers
to
trip would not be a complete failtake advantage of this beautiful ure. While the pictures were becave, as do the D-FW Grotto.
ing taken, Bill and I exploredthe
However, I would like to recave. After the pictures were tamind all cavers that read
your
ken, we all prussicked out.
publication that Fitton Cave
is
We do not recomment that a ny
still probably, without a doubt ,
cavers visit this cave unless one
one of the prettiest caves in Ark- wants to practice their ropework.
ansas, despite the ~ndalism. FitFRANK JASEK
ton Cave is just not another hole
WACO
in the ground.
So PLEASE remind all cavers who
might visit this cave, that
it
NEXT MONTH Is CAVER
probably took more time to think
up the slogan "Take Nothing B ut
WILL FEATURE
Pictures ..• Leave Nothing But Footprints" than it would to take the
-- CAVING IN MAYLASIA
waste out of this, or any cave
with them.
-- BARITE IN LONGLEY 1 S CAVE
--sincerely Yours,
Larry Huchingson (ss)
NON-cAVE FORMATIONS
TO THE EDITOR ••

WANTED:
Back issues of the TEXAS CAVER
up to and including certain issues
of 1961. Will pay any reasonable
price. (See address next ad . )
Information about caves or
leads in the West Texas area for
use in a survey of that area. All
information will be kept confidential. Contact: Carl Kunath
Box 308, Sul RosE
Alpine, Texas

BISHOP'S CAVE
AND
CAVER OF THE MONTH
TELL OTHERS OF THIS
EXCITING PUBLICATION AND
GET THEM TO SUBSCRIBE ! ! !
NOTE: TSA BOARD OF GOVERNORS
MEETING COMING IN A FEW WEEKS.
WATCH FOR THE ANNOUNCEMENT •

1
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MEMBERSHIP

LIST

of
THE TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
A Region Of
THE NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
(Members are listed in the following order by: N.S.S. Grottoes, Clubs,
Independent members not associated with a local organization. All persons who cave in the State of Texas, and who seek to promote the aims
and purposes of the National Speleological Society are members of the
Texas Speleological Association. It is hoped that all T.S.A. members
would also be one hundred per cent members of the N.S.S.
N.S.S. membership is designated after the names as : (NSS). Officers of grottos
and organizations are in parentheses after addresses. If you are listed here and are not an NSS member, would you consider joining today? If
you have a friend who caves, would you talk to him/her about membership
in the N.S.S.?)
ABILENE GROTTO, N.S.S. (2818 S. 39th St., Abilene, Texas 79605)

(9)

Crisman, Bart (NSS) (Equip Chmn.)
deBary, Edward 0. (NSS)
Dickey, Dewayne (NSS)
Estes, James (NSS) (Sec-Treas)
Gray, George (NSS) (Chmn.)
Gray, Jacque (NSS)
Lanier, John (NSS)
Lilly, Bryant (NSS) (V. Chmn.)
Medlin, Jim (NSS)
(ABILENE GROTTO ACCOMPANIERS) (2)
Estes, Irene
Medlin, Holly
ALAMO GROTTO, N.S.S. (107 Tomahawk Trail, San Antonio 78232)
Adams, H. Eo (NSS)
Allison, John
Balliew, William (Honorary)
Bloom, Jerome (NSS)
Bordelon, Tommy (NSS) (V. Chmn)
Bordelon, Helen
Brandt, Alfred
Brandt, Lee
Bundrant, Luther (NSS)(Treas)
Bundrant, Ollene (NSS)(Sec)
Bundrant, Michael (NSS)
Chi cka, Mike
Clark, Leonard J.

(39)
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Coles, Leonard T.
Darling, Tom (NSS)
Doyle, M. D.
Doyle, Dennis
Ellis, Bill
Gray, William R. (NSS)(Reporter)
Gray, David (NSS) (Equip.)
Kenny, John
Knox, Orion (NSS)
Kohn-itz, Harvey
Lincoln, Craig
Mabrito, Van
Madden, Barbara
Mayo, Bob
Montgomery, Porter
Penshorn, Roy
Rhoades, Everett
R~~kles, William
Szalwinski, Robert
Taglieri, Henry
Weep, Erwin
White, Donald
White, Richard (NSS)
White, Bonnie (NSS)
Wilson, Leilson (NSS)(Chmn.)
Wood, David
DALLAS-FORT WORTH GROTTO, N.S.S. (13677 Littlecrest, Dallas 34) (29)
Burch, Jack J. (NSS)
Burch, Gloria (NSS)
Chadwick, Bill (NSS)
Chadwick, Kathy (NSS)
Eagan, Jim
Fogleman, Jerry (NSS)
Goodbar, Blair (NSS) (Safety)
Goodbar, Katherine (NSS)
Harper, Loyd (Associate)
Harper, Ruby (Associate)
Hughes, Mike (NSS) (Conserv.)
Johnson, Carl (NSS)
Johnson, Nancy (NSS)
Larsen, Jane (NSS)
Larsen, Chuck (NSS)
Lindsley, Pete (NSS) (Chmn)
Littlefield, Bob (NSS)(Life)
Olsen, Gerald Bert (NSS)(Treas)
Olsen, Dorothy (NSS)
Peaden, Gordon (NSS)
Pense, Glenn (NSS)
Rabb, Craig (NSS)
Robinson, Jacklyn M. (NSS)
Robinson , Norman (NSS)(Sec .)
Snyder, Brooks (NSS)
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Snyder, Cedric (NSS)
Tart, Fred (NSS) (V. Chmn.
Waller, D vid (NSS)
Yeary, George (NSS)
DALLAS-FORT WORTH ACCOMPANIERS
Bradshaw, D. V.
Carpenter, Roy
Craddock, Steve
Day, Donald Clyde
Dickerson, Bob
Dickerson, Joe
Edwards, Robert G.
Fitzpatrick, Roger
Gray, Harvey
Hutchison, William P. (NSS)
Ince, David
Leverman, Henry
Register, Larry
Richmond, Al
Richmond, Mike
Robinson, Edward E. (NSS)
Thornburg, Larry

(17)

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS GROTTO, N.S.S. (Box 7672 U.T. Station, Austin)(80)
Akerston, William
Baker, Susan
Bell, Bill
Blum, Eugene (NSS)
Carl ton, Donald
Chapman, Faye
Cleek, Richard K. (NSS)
Collier, Jennie
Collin, Kirk
Collins, Lynn
Craig, Bill
David, Walt
Dillon, Thomas E. (NSS)
Dodge, Carl
Duke, James
Earney, Craig
Erickson, Michael
Everett, Jennifer
Fischer, Mike
Flowers, Bill
Forister, John
. Foster, Sandra
Frank, Ruben M. (Bud)
Frank, Marge
Greer, Johnny
Handley, Linda (NSS)
Hearne, Jim
Hodges, Tom
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Hogue, Anne
Holstrom, Susie
Howell, Gary
Jackson, Joe
Jackson, Ann
Johnston, Bill
Jones, Gary
Jones, Tim
Knox, Orion (NSS)
Lynch, Vernon
McKenzie, David (NSS)
McNatt, Randy
Martin, Benny
Martin, Ronald
Mauer, John
Merrill, Glen (NSS)(Exp.Chmn.)
Miles, Clara (NSS)
Miles, Harry (NSS)(Chmn.)
Pedersen, Dave
Pepper, Henria
Phillips, Tom
Plemmons, Terry
Polasek, John
Porter, John (NfS)
Raines, Terry (NSS)
Reddell, James (NSS)(Research)
Reed,Bob
Roberts, Stiles
Roe, Mike
Russell, Bill (NSS)(v. Chmn.)
Roe, Lynn
Roe, Toni
Sawin, Fred
Sedwick, Roy
Smith, Edbert V.
Smith, Richard
Stevens, Edward
Stewart, Charles Buddie (NSS)
Strickland, James
Swearin~n, Bill
Thomas, Robert B. (NSS)
Tracy, Tom (NSS)
Turner, Merydith D. (NSS)
Waitt, Dick
Walkington, Peggy (NSS)(Sec-Treas . )
Warrington, Douglas
Watson, Gary
Williamson, Harry
Wyrick
Yale, Charles
Young, Sam (NSS)
Wiggens, Lenny
Wiggens, Sharon
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS GROTTO ACCOMPANIERS
Baker, Patsy

(17)
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Baker, Ronny
Ballinger, Royce
Benfer, Alice
Benfer, Bob
Burr, Dorothy
Clifford, Mike
Jennings , Wayne
Man ire, Larry
Russell, Philip
Simpson, F. Ar~hur
Smith, Elizabeth
Smith, Dick
Westmoreland, Carol
Weigl, Tommy
White, Tom
Wisemann, Frank
BALCONES GROTTO, N.S.S.

(2406 Devonshire, Austin)

(20)

Barnes, Rodger
Clayton, Bill (NSS) (V. Chmn.)
Clayton, Nan (NSS)
Cumming, Robert B. , Dr. (NSS)
Frank, Bud lNSS)
Frank, Marge (NSS)
Hesse, Ed• J.
Laritz, Mike
Pepper, Henria
Presnell, Ronald
Roebuck, Lauren (NSS) (Sec)
Roebuck, Noel F., Dr. (NSS )(Treas)
Russell, Wm. H. (NSS) (Chmn)
Smith, Egbert V.
Steward, Bud (NSS) (Equip Chmn)
Strickland, James (NSS)
W~rden, Thomas B. (NSS)
Wells, Ernest (NSS)
Wells, Marilyn (NSS)
Zschiesche, L. W.
HUACO CAVERS SOCIETY (2632 Skyline Drive, Waco , Texas)

(9)

Britton, Niell
Chandler, Don
Jasek, James (NSS)
Jasek, Frank
Maness, Malcolm
Peck, Jack
Perkins, Shirley
Rice, Merdi th
Shelfer, Bill
ST. MARY'S UNIV. SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY (5314 Arrowhead, San Antonio)(lO)
Ashley, George
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(St. Mary's Univ. Speleological Society, Cont.)
Eagan, Trish
Kammer, Neil (Sponsor)
Koelzer, Phyllis
Madden, Barbara (Chmn)
McMillian, Jim (Research)
Mendiola, Peter P!ul
Scherrer, Dick (E quip)
Talty, Matthew
Wertheim, Larry (V. Chmn)
SAN ANGELO COLLEGE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY ( 1813 Bailey, San Angelo)( 10)
Auburg, Bob
Baldwin, John (Sponsor)
Cheatham, Pat (NSS)
Glenn, Eddie (NSS) (Chmn)
Ray, Jimmie (NSS) (Sec-Treas)
Schuman~, James (Reporter)
Smith, Jack (NSS)
Stone, Jennie
Vinson, Jon (NSS)
Vokes, Barry
SOUI'HWES'J'ERN UNIVERSITY SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY (Marcy Fischer, DZ Box
S. U. Station, Georgetown)
Andregg, Karen
Armstrong, Harris (Equip)
Bearden, Ron
Blackburn, Therman
Colley, Jim
Ccokston, Ronnie
Cooper, Carolyn
Cordray, C. B.
Earls, Hr. and Mrs • Paul
Fischer, Marcy (Sec-Treas)
Fleming, Delryn (V. Chmn)
Goode, Fred
Hale, Fred
Hallman, Jerry
Harris, Temple
Hunter, Jim
Liebe, Carol
Lorfing, Mike
Myers, Tom (Chmn)
Ozeer, Dee
R9.nsey, Russell
Niles, Bill
Green, Harry
Richburg, May
Rose , Joe , Dr .
Shepperd, Rex

(29)
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Shiller, Kurt
Switzer, D vid, Rev.
Tofte, Diane
SUL ROSS COLLEGE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY (Box 308 Sul Ross, Alpine )(19)
Calvert, Robert
Collins, Roland (NSS)
Compton, Frances
Compton, Joe (NSS)(V. Chmn)
Feller, Bob (Equip)
Fowler, Suzanne (Reporter)
Gardner, Will (NSS)
Gorman, Mike
Griffith, Ron
Horton, Cher~ (Sec-Treas)
Jennings, Lester
Kunath, Carl (NSS) (Chmn)
Kunath, Glenda
Lucas, Nick (NSS)
Rector, Jim
Schroeder, Robert
Watson, Tom (NSS)
White, Jack
Wood, James (NSS)
'l'.S .A. MEMBERS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH AN ORGANIZED GROUP (INDEPENDENTS )(93 )
Ahrens, Kenton S. (NSS)
Ainsworth, Joseph
Ashford, Harvey
Blakemore, Wm. B. (NSS)
Bradford, Bob
Bridges, Tommy
Brummett, Ann
Brummett, James
Bryan, Edgar C. (NSS)
Burch, Jack C. (NSS) ·
Burch, Margaret (NSS)
Butler, Luther R. (NSS)
Clements, Mrs. C.A.
Craven, Mike (NSS)
Dickey, Elvin
Dickey, Ed
Ellis, Michael (NSS)
Fenner, Arlan L.
Ferrell, Richard L.
Franklet, Beverly J. (NSS)
Fraizier III, John P.
Gordon, Jr., Jim (NSS)
Groening, Charles
Groening, Yvonne (NSS)
Hail, Mrs. Bill (NSS)
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(Independents, Cont.)
Hall, John H., Jr. (NSS)
Hammonds, Charles Walter (NSS)
Harris, Gerald
Harris, John (NSS)
Hausman, Robert (NSS)
Hausman, Helen R. (NSS)
Heath, Don (NSS)
Heidemann, Harry
Igau, Richard (NSS)
Jackson, David
Kreidler, John M. (NSS)
Leavitt, Keith A.
Lotz, Frank B. (NSS)
Manning, James A. (NSS)
Mantzel, Carl R.
McMichael, Preston A. (NSS)
Meador, Mrs, T .c. (NSS)
Meador, Tom (NSS)
Morriso~, Richard
Mueller, Herbert K.
Mueller, Mrs. Herbert K.
Munsch, George F. (NSS)
Newell, Phil, Jr.
Newton, Henry L. III
Pack, Thomas E., Jr. (NSS)
Perryman, Calvin (NSS)
Perryman, Jewell (NSS)
Pfeiffer, Kenneth Ward (NSS)
Phillips, John E.
Pietsch, Leroy (NSS)
Pittman, Blair
Pittman, Tink
Powell, James H.
Pusey, Walter C.,III (NSS)
Quinlan, James F. (NSS)
Ritchie, Bill
Roberts, Dudley
Roberts, Carol Ann
Roberts, Gerald
Rodgers, Jim ( NSS)
Sanger, H. P.
Semmes, Thomas R. (NSS)
Slattery, Louis D. (NSS)
Sonntag, Marcad Edward J. (NSS)
Speece, Arthur J. , Jr • . (NSS)
Speece, Conrad A. (NSS)
Speece, Arthur J. III (NSS)
Standard, Charles M. (NSS)
SUJ!lbera, Joe Jr .
Summar, Roy, Jr. (NSS)
Thorne, Eugene P. (IISS)
Trombley, Ivan C.
Tubb, Gary W.
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(Independents, Cont.)
Uroda, Jim (NSS)
Ward, Graham W.
Watson, Thomas J. Jr. (NSS)
Whiteman, Charles D., Jr. (NSS)
Whitley, Jim
Wilson, Joe
Wuest, Reggie
Yeary, Mo,nnie -'·
Beauchamp, Dick ,
Lozano, Cleo
.
Baker, James K. (NSS) Cronenwett, Bill ·.
Estes, Jack
Walls, Larry
Zinsmeister, Hubert

NOTES ON THE MEMBERSHIP LIST (TSA)

organizations of the Texas Speleological Association, N.S.S. Note
Total Number Counted---------- 382
that the percentage of NSS memberAn increase of 66 over 1963.
ship has risen somewhat over the
previous year. There was an i nCavers who reside in the El Paso crease of 21~ in number of T.S.A.
area are not included in the T.S.A. members; an increase of 6~ in the
membership list because of their
number of NSS members.
membership in the Southwestern SpePlease send corrections to the
leological Association.
membership list to Katherine GoodThe following is a list of all
bar, 6621 Sunnyland Lane, Dallas,
14, Texas by March 1.
ORGANIZATION

NSS MEMBERS

ABILENE GRORRO
ALAMO GROTTO
DALLAS-FT. WORTH
UNIV. OF TEXAS
BALCONES GROTTO
HUACO CAVERS
ST. MARY's UNIV.
SAN ANGELO COL.
SWn . UNIVERSITY
SUL ROSS COL.
INDEPENDENTS
ACCOMPANIERS:
Abilene
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Univ. Of Texas
TOTAL T .S .A.

TOTAL MEMBERS

~ NSS

10(J1,

9
13
26
19
13
1
0
5
0
7
47

20
9
10
10
29
19
93

0
2
0

2
17
16

~

142

382

37%

-

9
39
29

so

33~

9afo

24~
65~
11~

0
5afo
0
37%
54~

~

!NCR. OR DECR.
4(J1, Increase
3~ Decrease
No Change
1a{o Increase
New
New
New
5afo Increase
3~ Decreaae
18% Increase
3% Increase

0
0

6% Increase

THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 10.2 CAVES IN TEXAS PER 'IEXAS NSS MEMBERS . •• •
THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 3 . 8 CAVES IN TEXAS PER TEXAS TSA MEMBERS •••.
THERE ARE APPROXIMATELY 1,450 CAVES IN TEXAS. AIN'T STATISTICS, GREAT?

T HE T E X AS C A VE R
2818 South 39th Street
Abilene, Texas 79605
Official Publication of the
Texas Speleological Asso ciation
NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

THE TEXAS CAVER is a monthly publication of the Texas Speleological
Association, and is published i n Abilene, Texas.
All material sent
for print must be double-spaced typed, and mailed to the Editor no
later than the 6th of each month of issue. Subscription rate is $3.00
per year f or twelve is sues, made payable to THE TEXAS CAVER, address
appears at the top le ft corner of this page .
EDITOR ------------------------ James Estes
STAFF ------------------------- George Gray
John Lanier
Bart Crisman
Bryant Lilly
Dewayne Dickey
Jim Medlin
REPORTERS-- ----------------------Bill Gray
James Reddell
Carl Kunath
James Schumann
Norman Robinson
Lauren Roebuck

ANY SUGGESTIONS, ADVICE, ARTICLES, CARTOONS , MAPS, PHOTOGRAPHS,
DONATIONS TO THE CAVER IS VERY MUCH APPRECIATED

A ND

SAY, ALL YOU GUANO HOPPERS ••• WHY DON'T YOU GET BUSY AND SELL THE TEXAS
CAVER SUBSCRIPTIONS TO ALL PEOPLE IN YOUR ORGANIZATION. ALSO TRY T 0
TALK NON-NSS MEMBERS INTO SENDING IN THEIR APPLICATIONS. CAVES ARE SO
MUCH MORE INTERESTING WHEN YOU KNOW THE MOST YOU CAN ABOUT THEM ••••• SO
JOIN THE N.S .S • AND SUBSCRIBE TO THE TEXAS CAVER. YOU WON'T REGRET IT.

